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Android programming course

By Võ Văn Hải

Faculty of Information Technologies

Data storage
Session objectives

• Shared Preferences

• Internal Storage

• External Storage

• SQLite Databases

• Network Connection
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Introduction

• Android provides several options for you to save persistent

application data.

• The solution you choose depends on your specific needs, such as

whether the data should be private to your application or accessible

to other applications (and the user) and how much space your data

requires.

• Android provides a way for you to expose even your private data to

other applications — with a content provider. A content provider is

an optional component that exposes read/write access to your

application data, subject to whatever restrictions you want to

impose.
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Storage Options

• Shared Preferences

o Store private primitive data in key-value pairs.

• Internal Storage

o Store private data on the device memory.

• External Storage

o Store public data on the shared external storage.

• SQLite Databases

o Store structured data in a private database.

• Network Connection

o Store data on the web with your own network server. 
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Data storage monitor Tool

To monitor data in emulator, you can use the tool “Android Device Manager”

included in Android SDK (%AndroidSDKFolder%\tools\mornitor.bat)
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Shared Preferences
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Shared Preferences

• The SharedPreferences class provides a general framework that

allows you to save and retrieve persistent key-value pairs of

primitive data types.

• You can use SharedPreferences to save any primitive data:

booleans, floats, ints, longs, and strings.

• This data will persist across user sessions (even if your

application is killed).
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Shared Preferences
Create Shared Preferences

• To get a SharedPreferences object for your application, use one

of two methods:

o getSharedPreferences() - Use this if you need multiple preferences

files identified by name, which you specify with the first parameter.

o getPreferences() - Use this if you need only one preferences file for

your Activity. Because this will be the only preferences file for your

Activity, you don't supply a name.
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Shared Preferences
Get/Put values

• To write values:

o Call edit() to get a SharedPreferences.Editor.

o Add values with methods putXXX() – XXX is data type.

such as putBoolean() and putString().

o Commit the new values with commit()

• To read values:

o Use SharedPreferences methods getXXX() - XXX is data type.

such as getBoolean() and getString().
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Shared Preferences
Example
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Shared Preferences
Example
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Shared Preferences
Save & Restoring instance states

• To save Activity instance variables, Android offers a specialized

variation of Shared Preferences.

• By overriding an Activity’s onSaveInstanceState event handler, you

can use its Bundle parameter to save UI instance values.

• Store values using the same get and put methods as shown for

Shared Preferences, before passing the modified Bundle into the

superclass’s handler
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Shared Preferences
Save & Restoring instance states example
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Android's Preference APIs
Preferences

• Applications often include settings that allow users to modify

app features and behaviors.

• For example, some apps allow users to specify whether

notifications are enabled or specify how often the application

syncs data with the cloud.

• If you want to provide settings for your app, you should use

Android's Preference APIs to build an interface that's

consistent with the user experience in other Android apps

(including the system settings).

14http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/settings.html#DefiningPrefs

Android's Preference APIs
Preferences

• Every setting for your app is represented by a specific subclass of the

Preference class. Each subclass includes a set of core properties that allow

you to specify things such as a title for the setting and the default value.

• A few of the most common preferences are:

o CheckBoxPreference

• Shows an item with a checkbox for a setting that is either enabled
or disabled. The saved value is a boolean (true if it's checked).

o ListPreference

• Opens a dialog with a list of radio buttons. The saved value can be
any one of the supported value types (listed above).

o EditTextPreference

• Opens a dialog with an EditText widget. The saved value is a String.
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Android's Preference APIs
Defining Preferences in XML
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Android's Preference APIs
Defining Preferences in XML
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Android's Preference APIs
Creating Activity

18AndroidManifest.xml

Android's Preference APIs
Using Preference Fragments

19Display

Using the Internal 
Storage
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Internal Storage

• You can save files directly on the device's internal storage.

• By default, files saved to the internal storage are private to

your application and other applications cannot access them.

• When the user uninstalls your application, these files are

removed.

• If you want to save a static file in your application at compile

time, save the file in your project res/raw/ directory. You can

open it with openRawResource(), passing the R.raw.<filename>

resource ID. This method returns an InputStream that you can

use to read the file (but you cannot write to the original file)

21

Internal Storage
Static file
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Internal Storage
Steps 

• To create and write a private file to the internal storage:

1. Call openFileOutput() method with the name of the file and the

operating mode.

2. Write to the file with write() method.

3. Close the stream with close() method.

• To read a file from internal storage:

1. Call openFileInput() method and pass it the name of the file to read. 

2. Read bytes from the file with read() method.

3. Then close the stream with close() method.

23

Internal Storage
Example
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Internal Storage
Saving cache files

• If you'd like to cache some data, rather than store it

persistently, you should use getCacheDir() method to open a File

that represents the internal directory where your application

should save temporary cache files.

• When the device is low on internal storage space, Android may

delete these cache files to recover space.

25

Internal Storage
Other useful methods

• getFilesDir()

o Gets the absolute path to the filesystem directory where your 

internal files are saved.

• getDir()

o Creates (or opens an existing) directory within your internal storage 

space.

• deleteFile()

o Deletes a file saved on the internal storage.

• fileList()

o Returns an array of files currently saved by your application. 

26

Using the External 
Storage
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External Storage

• Every Android-compatible device supports a shared "external

storage" that you can use to save files.

• This can be a removable storage media (such as an SD card) or an

internal (non-removable) storage.

• Files saved to the external storage are world-readable and can be

modified by the user when they enable USB mass storage to

transfer files on a computer.

• In order to read or write files on the external storage, your app

must acquire the READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE or

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE system permissions.

28

AndroidManifest.xml
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External Storage
Checking media availability

• Before you do any work with the external storage, you should always call

the getExternalStorageState() method to check whether the media is

available.

• The media might be mounted to a computer, missing, read-only, or in some

other state.

29

External Storage
Example

30

Using Database
SQLite

31

SQLite introduction

• SQLite is an in-process library that implements a self-

contained, server-less, zero-configuration, transactional SQL

database engine

• SQLite supports all the relational database features. In order

to access this database, you don't need to establish any kind of

connections for it like JDBC,ODBC e.t.c

• SQLite is a database that stores data to a file on a device.

Android comes in with built in SQLite database implementation.

• Home page: http://www.sqlite.org
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SQLite

33

SQLite
Create a Database Using a SQL Helper

34

SQLite
Create a Database Using a SQL Helper

• Just like files that you save on the device's internal storage,

Android stores your database in private disk space that's

associated application. Your data is secure, because by default this

area is not accessible to other applications.

• When you use this class to obtain references to your database, the

system performs the potentially long-running operations of creating

and updating the database only when needed and not during app

startup. All you need to do is call getWritableDatabase() or

getReadableDatabase().

• To access your database, instantiate your subclass of

SQLiteOpenHelper:

35

SQLite
Create a Database using method

database=SQLiteDatabase.openDatabase(path, factory, flags)

• Open the database according to the flags OPEN_READWRITE 

OPEN_READONLY CREATE_IF_NECESSARY and/or 

NO_LOCALIZED_COLLATORS. 

• Sets the locale of the database to the the system's current locale. Call 

setLocale if you would like something else.

• Parameters:

o path: to database file to open and/or create 

o factory: an optional factory class that is called to instantiate a cursor when query 

is called, or null for default

o flags: to control database access mode

• Returns:the newly opened database

• Throws:SQLiteException - if the database cannot be opened
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SQLite
Create a Database using method

37not recommendation

SQLite
Put Information into a Database

• The first argument for insert() is simply the table name.

• The second argument provides the name of a column in which the

framework can insert NULL in the event that the ContentValues is

empty (if you instead set this to "null", then the framework will not

insert a row when there are no values).

• Return: the row ID of the newly inserted row, or -1 if an error occurred

38

SQLite
Read Information from a Database
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SQLite
Read Information from a Database
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SQLite
Delete Information from a Database

• To delete rows from a table, you need to provide selection

criteria that identify the rows.

41

SQLite
Update a Data

42

Network Connection

43

• View in later session
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